
Big Cloud Analytics drives  
better in-store engagement
Intel® technology helps recognize customers and predict 
their future behaviors

Solution overview
What customers experience in stores is often quite different from today’s 
data-driven e-commerce experiences. But thanks to intelligent gateway 
solutions from Intel and Big Cloud Analytics, that’s beginning to change.

New opportunities are emerging that let retailers do more than recognize 
customers. They can evaluate their future customer lifetime value and 
predict what products they are most likely to be interested in—all in  
real time.  

The Intel® IoT Gateway helps determine the discount level (if any) and  
also predict the logical product or category the consumer is most  
likely to be interested in next. These scores can then be sent to either  
a sales associate or other communication channel (e-mail, SMS, mobile  
ad, etc.). The net impact by using advanced real-time analytics is an 
improved shopping journey that delights customers and drives profitable 
sales and brand affinity.

Benefits
• Helps increase size of customer shopping basket per trip by matching 

interests to specific products  
• Equips sales associates with real-time information, improving customer 

satisfaction and value for all parties
• Informs profitable discounting strategies by measuring the future 

lifetime value of the customer  

Market readiness
Available now for global deployment
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Company
Big Cloud Analytics

Retail experience
In-store engagement via Big 
Cloud Analytics

Solution focus area
Data-driven decision 
making, mobile worker

Providers
Intel

Technologies and services
•  Intel® IoT Gateway
•  Intel servers in the cloud 

or data center
•  Intel based tablets
•  Partner Revenue Share 
•  Subscription model 

capabilities from Big  
Cloud Analytics 

•  Installation/maintenance 
of the gateway partner  
or retailer 

More information
bigcloudanalytics.com


